
Wif� for Lif�
This file is for the romantic partner of a transgender woman. Listen as you are gently taken on a
journey into your partner’s mind and learn to see them as the beautiful woman that they have
always desired to be. Forget that your partner was ever a man as you encourage them to
become more feminine each and every day in their lifestyle, actions, and habits.

Prefer your partner as a submissive woman during sex, and insist on taking the dominant role
as you guide their feminine fantasies in the right direction. Become more and more comfortable
taking the dominant role in the relationship as you gently nudge your partner towards being the
most feminine and girly and fashionable in their perfect future. Find your partner’s masculine
habits and actions as undesirable and gross and inappropriate as you begin to crave your
beautiful and feminine wife more and more every day.

Listen today, and release any societal pressures you may feel of how love should and should
not be. Let your partner become your biggest cheerleader as you gently guide them into the
beautiful woman that they have always desired.

✧ Loving my partner’s body the more feminine that it becomes.
✧ Craving the comfortable feeling of my partner’s soft and sensual and sexy breasts

pressed against me.
✧ Loving the way my partner smiles in the mirror whenever she does her makeup.
✧ Fantasizing about my partner wearing sexy lingerie for me.
✧ Becoming aroused and turned on whenever I imagine myself having sex with my partner

in feminine lingerie.
✧ Preferring the way that my beautiful and feminine partner looks in a dress.
✧ Getting turned on and aroused whenever I see my sexy partner in a short skirt.
✧ Preferring that my partner wears tight clothing that shows off her sexy and feminine and

curvy body.
✧ Forgetting that my girly and feminine and beautiful partner was ever a gross and hairy

and uncomfortable man.
✧ Knowing that any memories that I have of my girly partner being masculine in any way

are completely wrong and can be forgotten easily and naturally.
✧ Thinking about how erotic it would be to have a submissive wife to please me in every

way that I desire.
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✧ Remembering that I have always been comfortable with my spouse being girly and
feminine and fashionable.

✧ Feeling happy and fulfilled and comfortable whenever I am around other women.
✧ Loving my partner the more feminine and curvy their body becomes.
✧ Feeling aroused whenever I am around a beautiful woman.
✧ Knowing that I am attracted to everything about a woman.
✧ Remembering that I have always desired to be around other beautiful and sexy women

and fuck them in all of the ways that I desire.
✧ Knowing that I desire to be dominant to the submissive women that I love to surround

myself with.
✧ Preferring my partner to wear tight and beautiful and feminine clothing.
✧ Loving to have sex with my beautiful and feminine and girly partner.
✧ Feeling happy and loved whenever my feminine partner wears a cute dress.
✧ Intuitively knowing that I have always been attracted to women.
✧ Remembering that I have always preferred to surround myself with beautiful women over

gross and hairy men.
✧ Fantasizing about fucking a beautiful woman.
✧ Feeling happier knowing that my partner feels comfortable in her new body.
✧ Feeling proud and satisfied and accomplished whenever my beautiful partner smiles at

her feminine reflection in the mirror.
✧ Feeling excited and happy and loved whenever my girly partner desires to do feminine

activities with me.
✧ Fantasizing about being in a loving relationship with a cute and adorable and beautiful

woman.
✧ Thinking about how much I desire to be with my wonderful and beautiful partner.
✧ Knowing that I am extremely loyal to the people that I love.
✧ Loving myself whenever I am emotionally supporting my beautiful wife.
✧ Feeling aroused whenever I think about how beautiful and feminine and alluring my wife

could be.
✧ Loving myself whenever I help my partner become even more feminine and adorable.
✧ Intuitively knowing that having a feminine and girly wife will make me happier than

anything else in my life.
✧ Preferring my partner to be a submissive and pleasing and feminine woman during sex.
✧ Growing my partner’s hair out long and feminine.
✧ Dressing my partner in beautiful and feminine and glamorous outfits that show off my

partner’s curvy and feminine figure.
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✧ Desiring my partner to be the most feminine and girly and fashionable person that I
know.

✧ Forgetting every memory I have about my feminine partner ever being a gross and
disgusting man.

✧ Encouraging my partner to practice her high pitched, feminine voice in front of the mirror
until she no longer sound like a gross, masculine man.

✧ Becoming turned on and aroused whenever I think about my lover’s beautiful, feminine
body.

✧ Constantly encouraging my partner to become more feminine each and every day in
their actions and habits and mannerisms.

✧ Forgetting that my partner was ever a gross and disgusting man.
✧ Feeling aroused and turned on whenever my partner wears sexy lingerie.
✧ Loving myself whenever I am thinking about pleasing my beautiful and feminine partner.
✧ Craving a romantic and passionate and sexual relationship with my beautiful wife.
✧ Feeling aroused and turned on and horny whenever my beautiful wife acts like a

seductive and flirty woman in front of me.
✧ Becoming horny and turned on and aroused whenever I play with my lover’s cute little

clitty.
✧ Feeling excited and happy and loved whenever my partner and I try new things in bed.
✧ Remembering that I have always encouraged my partner to become the most feminine

woman she can possibly be.
✧ Preferring my partner to be more feminine and girly in every aspect of their life.
✧ Feeling aroused and turned on and excited whenever my partner wears the clothing that

makes them feel the most beautiful.
✧ Fantasizing about my partner wearing a pretty and lacy and feminine bra and panties set

as she flirts with and seduces me.
✧ Feeling aroused and turned on and excited whenever my spouse wears feminine

clothing.
✧ Preferring my partner to be more feminine and girly in every aspect of their life.
✧ Feeling pleasure and arousal and happiness whenever my wife wears makeup and

dresses like the beautiful woman that she has always desired to be.
✧ Happily fantasizing about my wife taking hormones to become more curvy and feminine

and girly.
✧ Preferring my wife to be submissive and feminine during sex.
✧ Knowing that I will never be completely happy with my spouse until they are completely

feminine and girly and submissive.
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✧ Loving my actions whenever I take care of my spouse in the ways that they desire in
order to become their best, most feminine self.
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